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, . 1 . . a. 1. 

‘ Thepresent’ invention relates‘ to. dispensing tap 
paratus and‘ more particularly to a. coin controlled 
vending. machine adapted. to .pre-cool and. dis-i 
pense bottled beverages. ‘ ‘ 

A prime factor in the sale ofibottled beverages 
is. the convenient availability‘ of.‘ supplies‘ thereof 
in places and. at times‘. best suited. to»v the» most. 
effective. supplying of'consumer demand. Many‘ 
studies have been made directed to the determine.‘ 
tion of the. most» effective distribution of bottle 
vending. machines. Although such studies have 
proved of value‘, conclusions. reached havev been 
based upon so many variable" and. indeterminate} 
factors as to: be: frequently in error. ‘As. a. result, 
bottle vending machines are usually distributed 
according to a trialsand error ‘procedure with 
frequent. ineil'ective results. 

Further,_ it has been discovered that a. major, 
and perhaps the- greatest, potential demand for. 
bottled beverages lieslin dispersed areas each hav 
ing relatively small demand for- bottled. beverages 
but signi?cant in the. summation of such. demand. 
Conventional bottle vending. machines are too; 
expensive, too largev and too cumbersomerto utilize. 
effectually the potential deman'daof these so-called 
dispersed areas. Thus‘, a signi?cant demand has‘ 
remained un?lled because of an: inability suffi~ 
ciently ,to- disperse supplies‘ of. bottled: beverages. 
and to maintainthe same in po'tably cooled cone 
dition. The present invention is directed gener 
ally to the commercial exploitation of this poten- 
tial demand. ‘ _ l ' 

An objectefthe presentinventionis therefore: 
to‘ provide an‘ improved compact bottle vending; 
machine. . 
Another object is‘ to: provide an improvedv man-1 

ually- manipulable, coin controlled, bottle dispens 
ing apparatus. suited to relatively small. reserve 
bottle requirements. - 
Another objectis toprovide arefrigerated-bottle . 

vendingrmachine having; a‘ capacity less; than 
heretofore considered a. minimnmjor e?icient 
operation, that-is simple structure,.pdependable> 
inoperation, andeconomicalto employ.» , 
Another objectis to provide a dispensing appaif 

ratusinthe form of a/compaclgattractive“ cabinet, 
including- improved rotary magazine meansv 
adapted. to ‘be loaded. with: vendableqmerchandisea 
and associated. with. a heatexchanging; unit. for. 
effective-‘temperature. control ‘of the merchandise. > 

. Another object is to; providein. an apparatus. of. 
the; character ‘described. the: preceding; para}: 
graph“ an association of the magazine meansiand‘ 
the; heat exchanging. unit‘ maltingr provision»v for 
the convenient and easy" disassociation-r or‘ said 
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‘ having“; portionsaof the-‘front doors thereof" ‘re-3 
movediifbnconveniencel in the'illustrationiot inter- 

. nal’elem‘entsz. . . ' 1 ‘i , 

4 Fig’. 10 is a: section. taken. en‘ linea Iii-I'll: of! 
‘Fig; ‘ " i . . 

Referring‘ in greater detail‘. to the. drawings:: 
In. Fig; ‘1’, a-cabinet or ‘housing ‘for the device“ 

of“ the presentinvention islindicatedigenerally 
atf‘i?i, having a‘ front, or?oute‘r, doorwlTl through-f ' 

l‘ whichT a delivery opening‘ 12-‘ ‘is formed and-11a 

2 
means‘ as for adjustment, repair andreplacementl 
purposes. 
Another object. isto provide; an improved, rotat 

able drum type magazine for vendable merchan-' 
dise so; constructed. as: to. facilitate the provision 
of‘compartments radially spaced from the axis of‘ 
rotationiof the drum in‘snbstantially‘parallel rela-‘ 
tionto said axis of. rotation- . i > . 

. Another object is to’ provide an annular type 
magazine; rotatable‘. about. a substantially hori~ 
zontal' axis and adapted to hold. bottles. and. the 
like: in; substantially" horizontal. attitudes radially‘ 
spacedzfrom the axis of.‘ rotation ofv the. magazinev 
for radial dischargeinwardly‘ of said; magazine.‘ 
A further‘obj'ect'isto provide a bottle dispensing 

apparatus adaptedxto' contain a plurality of bottles: 
in substantially" cylindrical arrangement and to 
discharge said bottles inwardly from said. cylin 
drical arrangement, said apparatus including a 
heat . exchanging: unit concentrically‘ disposed’ said 
cylindrical‘ arrangement so‘ that bottles: prior to 
discharge; are intimately exposed to the effects of 
said heat exchanging. unit. 

Still-further objects are to provide/improved‘ 
elements“ and-arrangements thereofi in a device of‘ 
the‘character and for the 

p In. the‘ drawings ': ' 

i Fig. 1. is a front elevation of. a‘ dispensing appa 
ratus embodying; the 
invention; 

purposessetforth. 

Fig. 2 is; aside elevation of. they dispensing. appa-f 
ratus shown in Fig. 1. a , . . 

qFigi 3' is‘. a section taken on line 3—-3~ oi Fig.2. 
Fig.4? is asomewhat enlarged section taken onv 

line:4-4‘ of Fig‘. 3. . . 

Fig. 5 isasection taken on line ‘5+5. of Fig. 4. 
Fig.6 is'a sectiontakenvon line 6--—6'of Fig. 5.v 
.Fig. 7 is a‘ perspective view‘ oi'a‘pair, of dogs: ‘ 

and: mounting.‘ means therefor employed in the 
‘ drive-linkageof the present? invention.‘ . 

Fig, 8“ is aperspective view ofa cam; plate and. 
mounting means-therefor asremployed in the drive" 
linkage of the- present invention; . . . . 

‘ Fig. 9- is a. ‘fragmentary frontv elevation 
dispensing apparatus of. the present? invention 

principles or: the‘ present. 

of thej 
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control island [3 outwardly extended. A crown 
puller I4 is provided in the door I I in a conven 
iently accessible position for the removal of 
bottle tops from bottles. The control island pro 
vides a coin receiving slot i5, a scavenger button 
I6, a manual manipulating lever I1, and a coin 
return cup IS, the purposes, structure, associa 
tion, and operation’ of which will presently be 
more fully described. 

Referring to Fig. 4, the cabinet is shown to in 
clude an insulated portion 22 enclosing a cham 
ber 23. The insulated portion has a bottom 24, 
a top 25, side walls 26 and 21, respectively, and a 
rear wall 28. An opening 29 is centrallylocated 

The front of the insulated ' in the rear wall 28. 
portion of the cabinet is closed by an insulated 
inner door 33 pivotally mountedas at 34 and 
adapted to seal the front side of said insulated 
portion of the cabinet. The inner door is'held 
in closed position by any suitable catch mecha- _ 
nism not shown. The forward door ll overlays 
the inner door when closed. .. ‘ " 
An insulating plug 36 is seated in the open 

ing 29 in sealing relation thereto and mountsa 
heat exchanging unit, presently more fully de 
scribed. To facilitate removal of the. plug 36, 
the opening 29 is preferably circular and rear 
wardly distended as at 31. The plug is conven 
iently frustro-conical in form complementary to 
the opening 23 so as to seat therein. To the end 
of more effectively sealing the opening 29 tubular 
rubber seals 38 and 39 are interposed the plug 
and the rear wall 28. The plug is conveniently 
secured in sealing relation to the opening 29 as 
by means of ears 46 outwardly extended from the 
plug and cap screws 4| extended through the 
ears and screw-threadedly engaged to the rear 
wall 28. ' . . ‘ 

A housing 45, having an air intake .46 pro 
vided centrally therein and an air exhaust open 
ing- 41 provided in‘ the top portion thereof,’ is 
mounted on the rear wall 28 and rearwardly ex 
tended therefrom to envelope and. ‘protect the 
heat exchanging unit previously referred to and 
subsequently described. _ A convenient mounting 
for the housing 45 includes L-shaped' brackets 
48 mounted on the rear wall 28,’as by welding, 
and cap screws 49 extended through said hous 
ing and screw-threadedly engaged to ‘the 
brackets. An evaporator 56 for the heat ex 
changing unit, presently more fully described, is 
mounted in the intake 46. . . . ~ . 

The outer door H is hingedly mounted; as'at 
53, in overlaying relation to the inner door 33. 
Said outer door is locked in position by any suit; 
able lock mechanism 54. ,The ifrontzdoorfmay 
conveniently comprise a‘ shell of sheet'imetal'or 
the like spaced from the insulated inner door 33 
by spacers 55 and 56 respectively:QAQdelivery 
chute 51 is mounted in the outer‘door and in 
wardly-extended from theiopening 'l 2. "A delivery 
chute 58 is‘ mounted-inv the inner door 'in'regis 
tration with the chute=51§ The chutes 5'! and Y58 
preferably provide a downwardly inclined path 
for the slideable delivery of bottles dispensed 
to the opening l2. 

lower portion of the opening. The lipmember 
is preferably of a size and positioned to preclude 
falling of bottles fromthe openingas they de 
scendzthroughrthechutes 58 and 57., A trap door 
61 ispivotally mounted in the chute, 58,‘ as at_62,. 

' The trap door is normally maintainedjin closing, 
relationto the chute by; gravity to retain cold 

For purposes of- ‘appearance? 
the ‘opening I2 is bounded'by a facing 59 pro-. 
viding an upwardly extended lip 601from~the 
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air in the chamber 23 but pivots to open posi- 
tion to permit bottles to slide out of the chute 
upon bottle contact. 
A hollow, substantially cylindrical (or annu 

lar) magazine 65 is positioned within the insu 
lated portion 22 of the cabinet for rotation about 
a substantially horizontal axis. The magazine 
conveniently comprises a cylindrical shell 66 cir 
cumscribed by supporting rails 61 and a cog 
wheel 68. The shell, and thus the magazine, is 

' rotatably mounted in the cabinet by means of 
brackets 16 and ‘H extended upwardly from the 
lower panel 24 and downwardly from the upper 
panel 25, respectively, which in turn rotatably 
mount rollers '13, in engagement with the rails 
61. The rollers 13 preferably provide a circum 
scribing groove adapted to receive the rails and 

'_ thus to preclude longitudinal shifting of the 
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magazine during rotation thereof. 
In Fig. 3, the magazine is shown supported at 

four radial positions. It will be clearly apparent 
that the present invention is not limited to such 
number, three, for example, being adequate to 
maintain the magazine in position. V-shaped 
partitions, or bottle supporting racks, 14 are 
mounted inwardly disposed on the shell, having 
their apices inwardly extended from said shell. 
The partitions are spaced to receive bottles, in 
dicated at 15, or other vendable merchandise, 
therebetween. The bottle compartments thus 
formed by the partitions are radially related to 
the magazine and provide support for the bottles 
in substantially horizontal positions. Said com 
partments have inwardly disposed open side por 
tions. I . I 

To the end of maintaining the bottles 15 in 
the compartments delineated‘ by the partitions 
14 until ready for discharge, a cylindrical re 
tainer ‘i6 is mounted on the rear wall of the 
cabinet in circumscribing relation to the opening 
29 and concentrically related to the magazine 65. 
As seen in Fig. 4, the retainer preferably has air 
inlet passages "formed in the central and for 
wardly disposed portions thereof and air outlet 
openings 18 formed in the rearward end portion. 
The retainer 16 is provided with a delivery chute 
19 extended forwardly and inwardly from the 
upper portion. The delivery chute 19 of the re 
tainer is preferably downwardly inclined and po 
sitioned to register with the chute 58 in the inner 
door 33. ' ~ I ' 

As Will soon become apparent, the magazine is 
motivated in stepped rotation in a clockwise di 
rection as seen in Fig. 3. To the end of select 
ing bottles from the magazine and delivering 
them one at a time to the chute ‘l9, and thence‘ to 
theopening l2, a selection ?nger 84 is mounted 
on the retainer 16 adjacent the right edge of the 
chute 19, as seen in Fig. 3, and'extended upwardly 
and -'arcuate1y therefrom to‘ the‘ left. The ex 
tended‘ end portion of the ?nger, is spaced from 
the‘retainer a ‘distance adapted to ‘receive there' 
between the body portion ofa bottle carried to 
ward the ?nger by rotation’ of the magazine. 
Thus; the ?nger selects ‘the inwardly disposed 
bottle-of bottles contained in each compartment 
successively as the compartments approach the 
?ngerjupon rotation of the magazine. The upper 
surfaceiof the ?nger 84 acts" as-va track to receive 
bottles outwardly disposed within the compart 
ments and to lower said-bottles to-inwardly dis 
posed positions upon-further rotation of‘the 
magazine. Rearwardly of the ?nger a track 85 
ismOunted-On the rear-wallJ28of'the cabinet 
and extended forwardly into the compartment 23 
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to receive and to lower the necks of ‘bottles: out 
wardl‘y disposed in. the‘ magazine; as said bottles‘ 
are lowered by the ?nger 84 uponrotation of the 
magazine. 
titions l4 pastthe?nger, said‘ partitions arepro 
vided‘ with slots “formed in their api‘ces in a. 

To permit the passage of the par--v 

plane of the?nger at right angles toi the ‘axisu'of. “ 
rotation of themagazine. . ‘ i l. . . . 1. 

To translate pivotal movement of the lever 11 
intostepped rotation of the magazine ‘95 an arbor 
90 is journaled; inthe island. l3 of the inner door 
33. The arbor mounts the. lever l7 outwardly 
disposed ‘the ‘cabinet and ?xedly mounts a sector 
gear 9.! within the island. A stop 92 limits move 
mentlof the sector gear to travel desired and thus‘ 
of the lever ll. 
indicated‘ generally at 93 translates reciprocal 
rotation of the sector gear into stepped‘ rotation 
of the magazine. 
As shown in Fig.‘ 5, the unidirectional drive 

linkage comprises a shaft 95 journaled‘ inhthe 
inner door 33 and in brackets 96 mounted‘ onthe 
lower panel 24 of the cabinet. To providesup 
port for the outer end portion of the shaft 95, 
brackets 91 are- mounted on the inner door 33 
within the island l3 and receive the shaft in 
journaled relation thereto. Inasmuch as the-‘in 
ner door 33 must be- adapted for opening‘ to load’ 
themachine, it is necessary to interrupt the shaft 
95 between the portion thereof mounted in the‘ 
brackets 96- and- the portion mounted in‘the- inner 
door 33. The two portions of the‘ shaft 95 are 
preferably articulated by a separable coupling 
98. 
ploying male and female engageable- portions and 
is thus not described in greater detail. The cou 
pling‘permits the outer portion of the‘ shaft 95‘ 
to swing outwardly upon opening of the door. 33 
while the inner portion remains in fixed position’ 
in the cabinet. Upon return of the door toj‘po 
sition, the separableportiong of the coupling are 
reengaged for unitary rotationalniovement of‘ 
the shaft. , ' 

To reduce heat loss through the insulated 
inner door 33, the outer portion of the shaft 95 is 
preferably formed of‘ inefficient‘ heat conducting 
material such as plastic. 
ably arranged‘ in a horizontal attitude withits 
inwardl'y'extended end portion adjacent the cog‘ 
wheel 68 which circumscribes the magazine. A. 
drive cog wheel 99 is journaled on the shaft in 
engagementwith the cog wheel 68. A driven-cog 
Wheel. [Bil-sis‘ ?xedly mounted on the shaft as at1 
lv?lli in: mesh. with the sector‘ gear 9|.‘ “The 
abutting‘ of the mounting llll with the bracket 
97 longitudinally positions“ the outer portion of‘ 
the‘shaft 95. A thrust bearing I02‘ is interposed 
the drive cog wheel 99 and a ?ange 96 precluding 
inward movement of the inner'portion‘ of the 
shaft95l . ._ i “ ‘ 

‘:A'frame I95‘ is ?xedly mounted on- the cog 

A unidirectional drive linkage‘ 

The coupling is of conventional form em- 

The. shaft .is prefer— ‘ 
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wheel '99; as by cap screws‘ I96‘, and provides . 
radially extended‘ arm portions 101;- A dog “[08 
ispivotally ‘mounted! on each of1 the radially ex 
tended-arms. [91‘, as ‘by pivot‘pins I09. Springs 
H11‘ serve to urge the dogs radially. or outwardly,‘ 

65 

fromathe‘shaft95. A boss m isaxially extendedl ‘ 
from. each of the dogs-I981" toward the forward‘ 
portion of the cabinet. ‘ ‘An annular‘ ratchet rack‘ 
|1|l21 providing inwardly'l disposed\teeth~.-TlWis;‘ 
mounted in the cabinet" in circumjacent'relation‘ 
to the shaft-95! engageable by the dogs» 198;. ‘Ass 
seenu in;Fig'.- ‘61, the ‘dog‘sg‘ under urging' of“ the" 
springs, engage ther-ratchet~“'teeth to 
counter=c1ockwise rotation“of‘thewshafté “ a‘ \ 

i A cam. plate H5 is slideably positioned‘. on. the 
shaft 95,:engageable with the‘bosses Hi‘. The 
camplate providesspiral cam= ways. H6 extended. 
counter-clockwise,‘ inwardly‘ from the. periphery 
thereof, ‘as, viewed in Fig. 8;. and is adapted‘ to. 
receive the bosses... The. portions‘ of‘ the cam 
plate adjacent the periphery thereof. and. in. 
wardly disposed to the spiral cam. way are prefe 
erably curved toward the front of the cabinetpas; 
at H]. ‘Said curved: portions also exercise. a; 
camming action in disengaging. the bosses‘ as-will: 
soon become apparent. . V . . = 

The cam plate is provided‘ with a. mounting. 
yoke H8 ?xedly extended therefrom oppositely’ 
disposedthe frame I95',.dogs IUSand‘bosses II? 
The. yoke ‘ provides-a. central. portion journaled'. 
on the shaft forwardly of the cam plate‘ and a. 
pair of legs oppositely disposed the shaft inter.-~ 
connecting the central portion of the yoke and: 
the cam plate. The legs are preferably. parallel, 
to the shaft andyequally spaced therefrom. The 
yoke slideably receives. a‘blockltS- between‘. the; 
legs thereof which is ?xedly secured to the shaft 
asby a set screw I29; The block, in engagement; 
with the legs-,causes the. cam plate to rotate; 
in unitary relation with the shaft while. longi? 
tudinally slideable thereon. ‘ A helical compres 
sion spring‘ I 2| is interposed the; block. and the. 
cam‘ plate H5 and‘ servesto 
into boss‘ engagement. a . 

' When the handle I‘! is depressed,.the shaft 95? 
is rotated‘in a counter-clockwise direction, as. 
seen in Fig.. 6, which. is. arbitrarily designated for‘ 
purposes of ‘convenience. .as. forwardly. Upon.‘ 
such rotation the‘ bosses: are received‘by the cam. 
ways I I6 and their‘respective dogs I93 withdrawn‘ 
from engagement. with the ratchet wheel . H21 
by’ the bossesWiding. inwardly in the cam ways. 
Furthercrotation of}. the shaft 95. causes. the; 
bosses; to reach. the. inner ends of the cam ways. 
and thewcam plate, through the bosses, the dogs,‘ 
and: the. frame I95, rotates the drive cog wheel 
99 in said‘ forward‘ direction and the driveecog; 
wheelrthus..rotatesthe magazine, clockwise as.l 
shown.‘ in Fig. 3‘, through‘ engagement with: the; 
cog wheel 6.8. .1111; the event that>themagazine 
is (urged. in ‘a. clockwise‘. direction, independent of 
the drive‘ linkage, as. by aqperson inserting his 
hand‘upwardly' of. the chute 51, 58 and. ‘I9, and 
trying manually to turn themagazine; the bosses 
ride up over the curved portions H1 of the cam 
plate ||5,.urge the cam. plate forwardly, dise1r~ 
gage the bosses fromthe cam. ways H6‘, and; re; 
lease. the dogs toithrow' outwardly into'engageei 

H2 under the urge mentiwith the bracket ‘wheel 
ing of the springs H9.- > 

‘ Counter-clockwise rotation of the magazine is 
precluded by a ratchet pawl‘ I22 mounted in the 
brackets 96' and urged into‘engagement with‘the' 
drive cog’wheel" 99 ‘as by -a spring 1231.‘ ’Thus,‘ 
movement of the magazine in either direction‘in-4 
dependent of motivation through the‘ drive link-l» 
age is precluded. The drive linkage motivates 

V steppe'cli" unidirectional‘ rotation of ‘the mega; 
zine in clockwise ‘direction,_as shown in'Ei'g. 3;‘ 
and precludes turning ‘of'vthe magazine by‘ any‘ 
other means sufficiently" tjov'effect bottle ‘discharge. 

‘ In Fig.v ‘9, a‘conve‘ntional’ coin selector is shown‘ 
.generally‘atJZHS; Any suitable form of selector 
may be' employed“ and is‘: thus not described‘ in 
detailfatithis point.“ The selector. provides apom 
receiving-~slot15',‘ a'scavenger button.'i9,‘_‘an'd a 
chute‘ [2B directedto the‘returning of ‘slugs; bent" 

; coins;- and other‘ ‘unacceptable elements" to ‘the 
freturn’ cup‘ 18; ~In thewevent such a bent‘ coin, 

purge. the cam plate‘: 
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slug, or other elements becomes lodged in. the 
selector, the pressing of the scavenger button I5 
serves to return the coin to the slot. Coins suit 
able to the operation of the apparatus of the pres- , 
ent invention are directed into a'sprag wheel 
I21 by‘the coin selector. The sprag wheel, as 
is well known in coin selectors, is arrangedon 
the'shaft 90 in association with aratchet pawl 
I28.whereby depressing of the handle I‘! is pre 
cluded'until a coin releases the pawl from sprag 
wheel engagement. . Such a coin, shown at I29, 
releases the pawl by dropping into a receptacle 
in the sprag wheel and camming the pawl out 
ofenga'gement .withthe' sprag wheel upon the 
initiation of rotationofthe shaft 90. The coin 
is dropped into *a coin storage box, not shown, 
upon rotation of the shaft 90 su?iciently to rotate 
the magazine 65 a sufficient distance to bring a 
succeeding bottle compartment of the magazine 
into registration with the chute 19. It is obvious 
that because ofthe characteristics of the drive 
linkage 93, previously described, the insertion of a 
single acceptable coin permits the stepped rota 
tion of the magazine a sufficient distance to dis 
charge a bottle from said magazine, but no 
further. . 

The apparatus of the present invention is pref 
erably . precluded from receiving coins unless 
there is a bottle in a compartment ready to .be 
delivered upon the insertion of such a coin and - 
the depressing of the handle IT. A mechanism 
shown generally at I35, in Figs. 4 and 9, success— 
fully accomplishes this purpose. A detecting 
?nger I36 is slideably mounted in the door 33 for 
forward and rearward reciprocation and has an 
inner end portion adapted to abut and be urged 
outwardly by a bottle in the compartment posi 
tioned for delivery to the chute ‘I9 upon depress 
ing of the handle IT. The inner end portion of 
the ?nger is preferably provided with a shoe I31 
of suiiicient length continuously to engage a 
bottle traveling from a position immediately ad 
jacent delivery to a positionin registration with‘ 
the chute and thus as a bottle is diverted into 
the chute fordelivery is already engaged bya, 
following bottle. The ?nger is urged inwardly 
by any suitable means such as a helical compres 
sion spring I38 interpositioned the door 33 and 
the shoe. A bell crank I39 is pivotally mounted 
on the outward surface of the door 33‘ and is 
articulately connected to the outward end por 
tion of the ?nger I36. A second bell crank I40 is 
pivotally mounted in the island I3 adjacent the 
coin receiving slot I5. A push pull rod I4I inter 
connects the bell cranks I39. and I40. forcorre 
spending rocking movement incident to reciprocal 
inward and outward positioning of the ?nger. in 
response to bottle detection by the shoe. A coin 
excluding shield I42 is mounted on an arm of' 
the bell crank I40 in a position to block the coin 
receiving slot I5 ‘when no bottle is positioned for 
deliveryadjacent the chute '19 in response to de 
pressing ' of the handle I‘I. 
veniently bears the legend Empty readable 
through the slot I5. The positioninghof a bottle 
adjacent the chute ‘I9 for delivery as above de-> 
scribed, urges the ?nger I36 outward and with 
draws the shield] I 42 from blocked position in the 
slot I5. Thus, at all times, the apparatus of the 
present invention either precludes thereception 
of a coinor is preconditioned for the delivery» of a, 
bottle upon the insertion of the 'c'oinand thede-i 
pressing of the handle 11. I . I. 

The ‘heat exchanging unit shown generally at, 
I50 in Fig. 4 is essentially of conventionalform; 

The shield con- . 

8 
but is mounted and positioned in a novel manner. 
and arrangement. A fan motor vI5I driving a 
cool air circulating fan I52 and a hot air circu 
lating fan I53 is .mountedin the plug 36 as by 
means .of rubber or other resilient mounting 
rings I54 ?xedly‘circumscribing the motor and 

a secured inthe plug. The rings provide a con 
‘ venient mounting of the motor, serving to prevent 
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the entrance of the moisture into the insulation 
withinthe plug, and absorbing sound incident to‘ 
operation of‘ the motor. A plurality of evaporator 
coilmounting ?anges I55 are mounted on the 
block 36 concentrically of the motor andinwardly 
extended into the hollow interior of the maga 
zine 65. The mounting flanges preferably, are 
slideably ?tted to the retainer ‘I6. The '?anges 
mount the evaporator coils I56 concentrically 
Within the retainer ‘I6. The inner end portions 
of the flanges mount a ba?le plate I51. 
The fan I52 is rotated in a direction drawing 

airthrough the openings TI inwardly over the 
coils I56, moving the air rearwardly, and radially 
ejecting the air from ‘the retainer through the 
openings 18. This provides an effective circula 
tion of the cool air within the chamber 23 over 
the bottles. ' v ' 

The evaporator coils are connected to a con 
ventional refrigeration compressor unit I58, as 
by ?uid conduits I59. The compressor unit ef 
fects a’ removal of heat from the compartment 23 
rearwardly through the plug 36. The fan I53 0p 
erates effectively to‘ draw air in through thein 
take 46 and to discharge the air through the ex 
haust 41 effectively dissipating heat from the 
compressor unit I58. 
Attention is directed 

heat exchanging unit on the plug which permits 
the ready disass‘ociating of the heat exchanging 
unit and the‘remai'nder of the dispensing appa 
ratus as for vrepair, replacement, adjustment, 
cleaning Or the like merely by releasing the plug 
and sliding said plug and heat exchanging and 
circulating units rearwardly. I 

Operation 
The ‘operation of the device of the present in- 

vention is brie?y summarized as follows: 
The magazine 65'is loaded by opening the outer 

door I I, the inner door :33, and by inserting the 
bottles ‘I5, crown ?rst, into the compartments‘ 
delineated by the partitions 14., The bottles are 
horizontally disposed in a pair of concentric circu 
lar arrangements, each compartment containing 
a pair of bottles except theuppermost compart 
mentwhich contains only an outwardly posi 
tioned‘bottle. Thus, in the size exempli?ed in 
Fig. 3, twenty-seven (27) bottles are arranged 
in the magazine. - > ' ' 

The innerdoor 33 and the outer door II are 
closed and said outer door looked as at 54.. The . 
abutting of the bottle adjacent the delivery chute 
‘I9 by-the shoe I31, through the operationofthe-v 
mechanism I35, removes the shield I42 .from the: 
coin slot I5. 
ventilation means operate tocool the bottles 15 

The heat exchanging unit and 

and ‘their contents to potable condition. The 
dispensing apparatus is at such time precondie 
tioned for the vendingof the bottled beverages at 
the customers’ convenience, ‘ 

i The insertion of,;an,appropriate coin into the 
slot vI5 releases'the handle I‘! for. manual depres-v 
sion thereof. " Suchv depression results in rota!’ 
tion of. the'shaft95 through the sector gear 9| . 

The drive linkage; and . the drivenlcog, wheel III I]. 
93 rotatesgthenm-agazine 65, in a clockwise direc 

to the mountingof the" 
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tion‘ as viewed in ‘Fig; 3‘. "The magazine ‘is jro 
‘tated in steps by the depressing of the handle I 1 

_ ‘successively to bring the bottle compartments 
into registration with the chute lithe insertion 
of an‘accepta‘ble coin ‘being ‘prerequisite’ to ‘each ' 
step of advancement." ‘In response "to “each step 
ofurotation a bottle is selected by the ?nger 84 
and discharged inwardly of the magazine down 
the chutes 19,, ‘58 and 51.,tothe opening i2. All 
bottles positioned radially, outwardly of such 

> discharged bottles are gently loweredito there 
tainer 76 by the outer curvature of the ?nger Y84 
and by the track 85.‘ It will beclearly apparent 
that further rotation of the‘ magazine may cause 
such a bottle to roll gently out and then in of its‘ 
respective compartment but when it approaches 
the chute‘l9 it is inwardly ‘positioned .florwdis 
chargebythe?nger 84. ‘ l’ ’ 

The circulation oi‘cold ainwithin, the com 
‘ partment 23 provides'eil'ective refrigeration oi the 7 
bottled beverages contained therein.‘ ,‘The ar 
ranging of the bottles in‘ intimate circumjacent 
relation to the cooling coil “I56 efficiently utilizes 

‘ the e?ect‘ of the heat exchanging unit. Although 
the present invention has been'described in terms 
01 bottled beverages, which arecooled'to potable 
condition, it will be clearly apparent that the in 
vention is not limited to such vendable merchan 
dise nor is it limited to the cooling thereof. 
As previously mentioned, the coin selector vI25 

accumulates the acceptable coins in a coin storage 
box, of any suitable form, not shown. Removal of 
accumulated coins therefrom is conveniently ef 
fected by unlocking the outer door I l and swing 
ing the same outwardly to gain access to the 
storage box. ‘ ‘ 

The dispensing apparatus of thepresent inven— 
tion is simple in structure, dependable in opera 
tion, and economical to employ. It enables the 
provision of relatively small quantities oi’ bottled 
beverages sufficiently dispersed to effectively uti 
lize dispersed areas of demand. The apparatus 
is compact in form and economical to construct. 
Although I have herein shown and described 

my invention in what I have conceived to be the 
most practical and preferred embodiment, it is 
recognized that departures may be made there 
from within the scope of my invention, which is 
not to be limited to the details disclosed here‘ 
in, but is to be accorded the full scope of the 
claims so as to embrace any and all equivalent 
devices and systems. 
Having described my invention, what I claim as 

new and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 
l. A bottle dispensing apparatus comprising an 

enclosed chamber having a delivery opening in 
a side wall thereof; a substantially cylindrical 
magazine having a substantially cylindrical shell, 
circumscribing rails mounted on the shell, and 
V-shaped partitions borne by the shell with the 
apices of said partitions inwardly disposed to the 
shell de?ning a plurality of radially disposed 
bottle compartments therebetween adapted to re 
ceive bottles in substantially horizontal positions, 
said compartments having inwardly disposed 
open end portions; rollers mounted in the cabinet 
in supporting engagement with the rails and sup 
porting the magazine for rotation about a sub 
stantially horizontal axis; a cylindrical retainer 
mounted concentrically within the magazine in 
closing relation to the compartments traveled 
thereabout and providing a discharge chute in 
the upper portion thereof extended inwardly of 
the magazine andv downwardly to register with 
the delivery opening; a drive linkage peripherally 

‘engaged with the‘ magazine for‘ step rotation 
‘thereof in one direction; manual means for mo 

7 tivating the drive linkage; a heat exchanging unit 
mounted concentricallyv within the cylindrical 

" retainer; and a selection ?nger mounted ‘on the 
retainer and positioned to discharge bottles one 
at a‘time from the magazine into the delivery 

" chute in response to movement of the bottles into 
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" registry with'the’ chute upon rotation oithe mag 
azine. » - 

42.‘ A magazine adapted for use in bottle dis 
‘pensing apparatus comprising‘ a substantially 
cylindrical shell; circumscribing rails adapted 
‘for rotatable mounting of the shell by periph 
"eral, rolling support thereof; a circumscribing cog 
wheel adapted‘ forengagement by adriving cog 
‘for rotation of the shell; spaced, V-'shap‘ed par~ 

=‘titions borne by the shell with the apicesiof said 
partitions inwardly ‘disposed to ‘the shell, said 
partitions‘ being‘ slotted from their apices radially 

' to the shell‘to‘provide passage of a selection ?nger 
itherethrough upon magazine ‘rotation for the 
ejecting'of bottles positioned between the par 
titions.‘ ' i ‘ -‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

3. .In ‘a dispensing apparatus havinga cabinet; 
“'aTmag'a‘zine having" a “substantially cylindrical 
shell, circumscribing rails mounted on the shell, 
and spaced V-shaped partitions borne by the 
shell with the apices of said partitions inwardly 
disposed to the shell, said partitions being slotted 
from their apices radially of the shell to pro 
vide passage of a selection ?nger therethrough; 
rollers rotatably mounted in the cabinet engaged 
with the rails supporting the magazine for sub 
stantially horizontal rotation; and a selection ?n 
ger mounted in the cabinet in a position to pass 
through the slots in the magazine partitions upon 
magazine rotation. 

4. In a dispensing apparatus having a cabinet; 
a magazine having a substantially cylindrical 
shell, circumscribing rails mounted on the shell, 
and spaced V-shaped partitions borne by the 
shell with the apices of said partitions inwardly 
disposed to the shell, said partitions de?ning 
compartments therebetween inwardly disposed to 
the magazine and being slotted from their apices 
radially of the shell to provide passage of a se- 
lection ?nger therethrough; rollers rotatably 
mounted in the cabinet engaged with the rails 
supporting the magazine for substantially hori 
zontal rotation; a stationary cylindrical retain 
lng means mounted concentrically within the 
magazine in closing relation to the inwardly dis 
posed compartments de?ned by the partitions and 
providing a delivery chute therein inwardly ‘ex 
tended from the magazine at the uppermost por 
tion of the retaining means; and a selection ?nger 
mounted on the retaining means in a position 
to pass through the slots in the magazine par 
titions upon magazine rotation; and means for 
imparting step rotation to the magazine. 

5. In a dispensing apparatus having a cabinet; 
a magazine having a substantially cylindrical 
shell, circumscribing rails mounted on the shell, 
a circumscribing cog wheel mounted on the shell, 
and V~shaped partitions borne by the shell with 
he apices of said partitions inwardly disposed to 

i the shell, said partitions being slotted from their 
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apices radially of the shell to provide passage of 
a selection ?nger therethrough; rollers rotatably 
‘mounted on the cabinet engaged with the rails 
supporting the magazine for rotation about a sub 
stantially horizontal axis; a driving cog rotatably 
mounted in the cabinet in mesh with the circum 
scri’oing cog wheel; and a selection ?nger mount 
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. ed in the cabinet in a position to pass through 
the slots in the magazine partition upon maga- ' 
zine rotation. ~ ' I 

:6, In a bottle dispensing; machine, the combi 
nation of a magazine having’ a substantially cy 
lindrical shell and’partitions borne by the shell in 
inwardly disposed positionslde?ning bottle com 
partments, therebetween, having inwardly dis 
posed open end portions, said partitions being 
slotted from their inner ends radially to the shell 
for the passage of a, selection ?nger therethrough, 
means mounting the magazine for rotation about 
a substantially horizontal; axis, means for impart 

I ing stepped rotation to the magazine, an arouate 
retainer mounted concentrically within the mag 
azine in closing relation to the inwardly disposed 

. ends of- the compartments‘during the upper half 
of rotary travel of the compartments for rolling 
support of bottles in horizontal stacked relation 
contained therein and having a- bottledischarge 

. chute formed downwardly therein from :the-up 
permost point thereof, and a selection ?nger 
mounted on the retainer and extended over the 
chute adapted to select successive innermost bot 
tles carried thereto by magazine rotation and to 
divert-the same into the chute, said ?nger having 
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an upwardly disposed edge curved downwardly in 
the direction of magazine rotation adapted to 
support bottles outwardly of the diverted bottles 
and to provide rolling lowering supportthereof 
against the partitions of preceding compartments 
in magazine rotating engagement therewith. , 
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